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No Question/Answer Question Date

Q26 Question: FCC 499 Registration

Do you require proof of FCC 499 registration as a telecommunications provider in accordance with 47

CFR 64.1195 Paragraph (a)?

https://www.ecfr.gov/current/title-47/chapter-I/subchapter-B/part-64/subpart-K/section-64.1195

Answer: No, not for this RFP.

02/23/2022

Q27 Question: Auto Attendant

Please describe your use of auto attendants – high level is fine

Answer: We use auto attendants as a phone greeting with hotkeys at every school. Some departments

also have their own auto attendant that presents a greeting message, with options to dial a specific

extension/group.

02/24/2022

Q28 Question: Hunt Groups

Please describe your use of hunt groups –  high level is fine

Thanks!

Answer: We use hunt groups to dial multiple users in an office or department, typically in sequential

order. These hunt groups are usually accessed by using one of the hot keys under the auto attendant.

02/24/2022

Q29 Question: 3600 “extensions” and only a need for 900 physical phones.

It mentions that the teachers may use soft client for access.  For further clarification do these users

make calls with this soft client or do they use it primarily as a way to get voicemail?  Do they use the

client on campus and off campus?

Answer: Teachers use the softphone client to make calls, as well as check voicemail. They may be

using the iOS or Android app, or the web-app on their PC. It works from on or off campus.

02/24/2022

Q30 Question: Voicemail question

Do all users (3600) require voicemail?

Answer: Yes, all users require voicemail.

02/24/2022

Q31 Question: call recording

It was mentioned that you need “call recording” for all users for outside calls only.  Was this referring to

actual call recording of the audio conversation for all 3600 extension even though there are only 900

physical phones?  Was this actually referring to call reporting?  Meaning a report of inbound calls with

calling time, caller id, etc?

Answer: Yes, we would like to record outside calls from any of the 3600 extensions. The reason being,

if we need to investigate a conversation that a teacher had with a parent using her web-app or smart

phone app.

02/24/2022
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Q32 Question: CDR (Call Detail Reporting)

With regards to previous question is CDR (Call Detail Reporting) required?

Answer: We would like to have detailed call reports, such as all inbound – outbound calls, caller ID, call

duration, and top number of simultaneous calls per day. This would be a benefit to us, but is not a

requirement.

02/24/2022

Q33 Question: NON POE Switches

If there is no intention to replace non-poe switches, do you have a ballpark idea of how many of the 900

physical phones may require an injector?

Answer: Ballpark, approximately 350 of the phones would need an injector/power supply.

02/24/2022

Q34 Question: Analog Requirements

Are there any analog requirements at each location other than the paging interface required?

Answer: Not at this time.

02/24/2022

Q35 Question: Survivability

Since this will be a hosted solution, do you have any requirements or desires to have local survivability?

Answer: We would like to have internal call survivability, so that calls inside a school would still be

possible if their WAN interface was down. We are interested in analog line call survivability, if your

solution has that capability.

02/24/2022

Q36 Question: MFN2 connectivity

Do you currently have any MFN2 connectivity?  If so, at what location(s)?

Answer: Yes, we are connected to MFN2 at two locations: 5086 Canal Street, Milton, FL; and at 5500

Education Dr., Pace, FL.

02/24/2022

Q37 Question: Internet connectivity

What is your current internet connectivity?

Answer: We have a 5Gbps internet connection at both MFN2 locations, with schools routed evenly to

the connections. We have automatic failover enabled, in the event that we lose one connection

everything is routed to the working connection.

02/24/2022

Q38 Question: Connected for lan/wan

How are all facilities connected for lan/wan?

Answer: All schools are connected to an ASE WAN Network, with circuit speeds ranging from 500

Mbps to 2 Gbps depending on the school. The Canal Street and Education Drive locations have a

10Gbps connection to the ASE WAN, to facilitate the internet connections.

02/24/2022
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